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Certification of new child support debt for the child support lien docket: DCF prohibited from preventing by suspending threshold for certification (introduced per s. 227.19 (5)(e), Wis.Stats.) ................................................. SB36

Firefighting foam containing PFAS: DNR prohibited from promulgating rules meeting specified criteria (introduced per s. 227.26 (2)(f), Wis.Stats.) ................................................. AB13

Euthanizing dogs and cats: DNR prohibited from promulgating rules meeting specified criteria (introduced per s. 227.19 (5)(e), Wis.Stats.) ................................................. SB14
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UI work search requirement; DWD prohibited from suspending for reasons related to COVID-19 [introduction required by s. 227.26 (2)(f), Wis.Stats.] ................................................. SB378
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Building trades crafts bargaining unit: 2020-2021 contract ratification ................................................. AB875

Building trades crafts bargaining unit: 2020-2021 contract ratification ................................................. SB815
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Public safety collective bargaining unit: 2019-2021 contract ratification ................................................. AB881
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Budget bill ................................................. AB68
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UI law: transactions between employer and DWD by electronic means made mandatory; funding for modernization of UI information technology systems ........................................... Jr1 SB1
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Timeline for local redistricting following the 2020 federal decennial census ........................................... SB385
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WC law changes re claims and payments, coverage, liability, program administration, and DWD duties ........................................... AB911
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Correction bill ........................................... AB1020
Correction bill ........................................... AB1021
Correction bill ........................................... AB1022
Correction bill ........................................... SB989
Correction bill ........................................... SB990
Correction bill ........................................... SB991
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MA changes re coverage of home health services and products and cross-references to “institution for mental diseases,” definition of “independent living core services” revised (remedial legislation suggested by DHS) ........................................... SB999
MA changes re coverage of home health services and products and cross-references to “institution for mental diseases,” definition of “independent living core services” revised (remedial legislation suggested by DHS) ........................................... SB1023
Obsolete statutory references eliminated (remedial legislation suggested by DH) ........................................... SB992
Official oath and bond requirement of wardens and superintendents of state prisons (remedial legislation suggested by DOC) ........................................... AB1029
Official oath and bond requirement of wardens and superintendents of state prisons (remedial legislation suggested by DOC) ........................................... SB998
Removal of fingerprint records if arrested individual is released without charges or cleared of offense; DHA decisions served by email (remedial legislation suggested by DOJ) ........................................... AB1024
Removal of fingerprint records if arrested individual is released without charges or cleared of offense; DHA decisions served by email (remedial legislation suggested by DOJ) ........................................... SB993
SHSW collection of fees for admission, reports from affiliate historical societies, and preserving the memory of early pioneers modified (remedial legislation suggested by SHSW) ........................................... AB1031
SHSW collection of fees for admission, reports from affiliate historical societies, and preserving the memory of early pioneers modified (remedial legislation suggested by SHSW) ........................................... SB1018
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Standards incorporated by reference into administrative rules filed with LRB and nurse licensure compact terminology changes (remedial legislation suggested by DFPS) ........................................... SB997
Statutory changes re one-time purchase of equipment under 1989 WisAct 31, “safety data sheets” references, and designation of head of “emergency management” by cities, villages and towns (remedial legislation suggested by DMA) ........................................... AB1025
Statutory changes re one-time purchase of equipment under 1989 WisAct 31, “safety data sheets” references, and designation of head of “emergency management” by cities, villages and towns (remedial legislation suggested by DMA) ........................................... SB994
Tax revisions re obsolete statutory references, electronic assessment rolls, Internet equipment in the broadband market, property tax assessment objections, and sales tax exemptions for insulin, farm-raised fish, and patient health care records (remedial legislation suggested by DOR) ........................................... AB1033
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Floorperiods for the 2021-22 session established; budget deadline extended............................................. SJR1
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Special order of business for January 7, 2021 established for AB1.................................................. AR5
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State Affairs, Committee on
Timeline for local redistricting following the 2020 federal decennial census............................................. AB369
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